Curriculum & Technology
Meeting Minutes

The Curriculum & Technology Committee met on Tuesday, May 5th at 6:30 in the D.O.

Meeting attendees included:  Dawn Heine (chair) Mr. Cromley, Mrs. Spletzer, Dr. Goodin, Mrs. Bast, Mr. Reynolds, and Mrs. Long

Most of our meeting was focused on two technology items.

1. Surveillance System Expansion for Elementary Schools. As reported previously there are still gaps between the outside security audit and what we have in place. Elementary schools were lacking focus and therefore as you will see on the agenda the committee is recommending that we move forward with the elementary surveillance not to exceed $193,858. This will be Phase 1 with Phase 2 focusing on 5-12 buildings. Based on the existing equipment in 5-12, the cost will be less than the elementary costs.

2. Antivirus/Malware system – These two items are currently running individually in our district. The proposal will tie these two items together. This is important since internet trafficking has become more advanced, by packaging these two we would prevent additional vulnerabilities. There are a few packages being reviewed by the technology department, once the committee hears more about the system I will report with additional information. This is a budgeted item in the technology budget.

Curriculum
Mrs. Bast shared a portion of a video created by one of our coaches related to Close Reading. This is the second video the coaches have made and are becoming a good tool for all.